Take the leap: Cloudify your business, drive better outcomes
What does the future look like for cloud?

**Forecast:** 85% of enterprises will have a cloud-first principle by 2025.

**Pain Points That Cloud Can Solve:**
- Customers need rapid and intelligent digital services—legacy systems fail to cope with the demand.
- Rising IT cost and unmanageable workloads pressure existing infrastructure.
- Growing data, application, and infrastructure security threats.

**Cloud Merits:**
- **Scalability:** 43% of enterprises report greater platform and service flexibility.
- **Speed and Innovation:** 75% of cloud's predicted value comes from boosting innovation.
- **Financial Value:** Cloud promises an average increase in EBITDA of more than 30%, across industries.

**Plan of Action for a Successful Cloud Migration:**
- Define the purpose to move to the cloud with clear business objectives.
- Evaluate your cloud migration strategies by undergoing a cloud assessment.
- Partner with the best fit cloud service provider who offers tailored consulting with efficient IT transformation.

---

Why consider moving to the cloud?

**Cloud Benefits:**
- **Boosts organizational agility by dynamic resource allocation and flexible scaling.**
- **Reduces the need for IT investments and TCO.**
- **Offers a competitive edge with the latest security and compliance regulations.**
- **Provides benefits from a sustainable change with full transparency.**
How T-Systems can help you in your cloud transformation journey

Cloud Migration Done Right

**Cloud (Readiness) Assessment**
- We assess your existing infrastructure and prepare a roadmap for your cloud migration:
  - Infrastructure Assessment
  - Application Assessment
  - Cloud Adoption Radar Chart

**Partly Move to Cloud**
- Each cloud migration is unique to your business - we advise you on best strategy:
  - Full Cloud Migration
  - Hybrid Cloud Scenarios
  - Specific Workloads

**Cloud Migration**
- We move you to the cloud once the strategy has been laid down.
  - Our cloud experts and the standardized and automated toolkit ensure a smooth transition.

**Managed Services / Cloud Management**
- We are happy to stay at your cloud site with our Managed Services:
  - End-to-end monitoring and Service Level Agreements
  - Single point of accountability for infrastructure
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Let’s power higher performance